MEET THE SPOT FAMILY!

Meet the newest members of the SPOT Family, communicating over the most modern satellite network in the industry. The SPOT Gen3®, SPOT Trace® and SPOT Global Phone use 100% satellite technology to make sure that you stay connected to loved ones and can monitor valuable assets, even outside of cell coverage.

SPOT GEN3
Same life-saving technology as SPOT 2, with new tracking enhancements and longer battery life!
- Choose the rate you want to track your adventure: 2 ½, 5, 10, 30 or 60 minutes based on service plan
- Motion-activated tracking
- Improved battery performance, approximately twice as long as SPOT 2
- In an emergency, send an S.O.S. with your GPS locations to GEOS International Emergency Response Coordination Center

$149.99 at Participating Retailer
BASIC SERVICE $199.99 per year
Upgraded tracking options available for additional fees.
For more information on service plans, visit FindMeSPOT.com/Gen3

SPOT TRACE
SPOT Trace tracks anything, anytime, anywhere. 100% satellite technology provides advanced theft-alert tracking for your most coveted assets.
- Receive texts/emails when movement is detected
- Track assets beyond the reach of cellular service
- Long battery life
- Compact & easy to install
- Multiple power and mounting options available
- Select 2 ½, 5, 10, 30 or 60 minute tracking intervals based on service plan

$99.99 at Participating Retailers
BASIC SERVICE $149.99 per year
Upgraded tracking available for an additional fee.
For more information visit FindMeSPOT.com/Trace

SPOT GLOBAL PHONE
Stay connected to friends, family, business and emergency services even when you’re off the grid. SPOT Global Phone features the best voice quality in the mobile satellite phone industry.
- Crystal-clear voice quality
- Using 100% satellite technology, it works where cell phones don’t
- The most competitive airtime pricing for satellite phones
- Data speeds at 9.6 Kbps, 4x faster than the competition
- U.S. – based phone number

$499.99 at Participating Retailers
See a full list of airtime plans at FindMeSPOT.com/GlobalPhone

*See the coverage map at FindMeSPOT.com/Coverage

To find out more about what your SPOT can do for you, visit FindMeSPOT.com.